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The South Caucasus is among the most vulnerable regions
worldwide concerning the impact of climate change, prone
to numerous types of devastating disasters and natural
hazards. In this context, resilience is one of the key concepts,
encouraging and supporting communities in using local
resources and knowledge to help themselves during
disasters, emergencies and crisis situations. Taking
precautions against risks and threats in time and a strong
and operational resilience management enhance the
sustaining development in changing environments.
Since its beginning in December 2012, Austrian Red Cross'
Programme 'Building Safe and Resilient Communities in the
South Caucasus' has been successfully and efficiently
contributing towards reduced vulnerability of rural and urban
population in Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan. Thanks to
experienced and well anchored local Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies and the efficient co-operation with all
relevant stakeholders, numerous positive results have been
achieved. The Austrian Development Agency wishes to
compliment the Austrian Red Cross and their partners on the
successful first phase of the programme and looks forward
to a continuous fruitful co-operation.

MICHAEL OPRIESNIG
Deputy Secretary General
of Austrian Red Cross,
Head of International Cooperation

This booklet aims at drawing lessons learnt and at showing
the results achieved in the first three years of the “Building
Safe and Resilient Communities” programme. In doing so, it
focuses on the experiences of the communities and the
voices of people involved in the action which has been
implemented across all three countries of the Southern
Caucasus.
Active participation of target groups is the key principle of
any successful capacity development initiative. This is
particularly true for the Disaster Risk Reduction context,
because the best knowledge of underlying vulnerabilities
and hazards lies with the communities themselves. The
involvement of local actors in design and implementation
of the process is important not just to ensure the relevance of
the projects to the situation on the ground but to strengthen
the motivation to utilise and maintain the level of capacity
that has been attained. The reports of this publication
underline that programme ownership does not materialise
simply from the desire to work in partnership. It requires
genuine commitment of time, structured activities, creativity
and flexibility from all involved stakeholders, ranging from
the community level to the national governments.
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CHRISTINE RUTSCHMANN
Programme Coordinator
International Cooperation
Swiss Red Cross

“Building safe and resilient communities in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan (BSRC)” – an ambitious objective in a region very
well known for its past devastating disasters.
Resilience – there are different definitions existing and many opinions of how to build or strengthen it. Many models nowadays
function very conventional with “deficit” models, which assess what is needed in a community and focus solely on what is or
has gone wrong and on the existing vulnerabilities. In our opinion it is very important to also capture on what is going well, in the
capacities that exist within a community. The focus should on subjective as well as objective data. Combining measuring
social capital – assessing e.g. the strength of local relationships – with how people feel, such as whether they see themselves as
belonging in an area and how they perceive their well-being. Such measuring could also capture the availability of services
and quality. Such approach would bring well-being (how people feel about themselves and their communities) and resilience
(the capacity of people and communities to bounce back after shock or in the face of adversity) together.
As a Red Cross National Society, the Swiss Red Cross adheres to the terms and frameworks elaborated within the Red Cross
Movement. The IFRC framework for community resilience thereby presents valuable information and guideline on the
comprehensive characteristics of resilience and on how to assist communities in their efforts to adopt risk-informed, holistic
approaches to address their underlying vulnerabilities.
The Swiss Red Cross is very glad to have been a (funding) partner to the BSRC program in the South Caucasus region. We could
observe very promising first steps towards resilience building in the targeted communities, with a focus on disaster risk reduction
and climate change adaptation. For the upcoming phase, the recommendation to the program leaders in the Austrian Red
Cross and the three National Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies in the South Caucasus with regard to building up resilience is to
look at it in a more holistic way based on comprehensive community-managed needs and risk assessments. This requires a
flexibility in programming based on priorities expressed by the communities. Those might be in climate change adaptation,
but might also include health and WASH (water, sanitation and hygiene) concerns or strengthening economic opportunities,
improve natural resource management etc. According to our experience, the Red Cross rarely masters a more holistic
approach to working with communities based on its own resources. Comprehensive and integrated programming implies
working in partnership with a multitude of contributing stakeholders with complementary expertise for the benefit of the
communities.
One more recommendation from us is to let our country partners learn more between and from peers. External consultancies
can add a lot but the peer learning (peer reviews, peer coaching) from one country team to the other will bring knowledge and
experiences from people working on the same level with similar responsibilities and having grown up in a similar context and
region. Thus capacity-building and changes will come from within and leads to enhanced sustainability and stability within the
local partner organisations.
We wish all the Red Cross Movement partners involved in phase II of the BSRC good luck. Hence we hope to work closely
together in the future and increase our own learning continuously for the benefit of stronger, safe and resilient people.
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MICHAEL GRABNER
South Caucasus Programme Manager
South Caucasus region is a disaster-prone area, mainly to
earthquakes, frequent flooding, landslide, hail and other
disasters. Within the project our first task was to select the most
vulnerable communities in the three countries (Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia); and to strengthen their resilience
towards any kinds of disasters by establishing well-trained and
well-equipped volunteer teams, cooperating with local
authorities. Apart from working in rural communities, first
experiences were also made in urban settings, such as
through the Heat Action Plan in Tbilisi or the urban DRR City
Resilience consortium in Stepanavan, Armenia.
In the framework of the project we also aimed to strengthen
the capacities of the respective Red Cross and Red Crescent
Society – in their auxiliary role to their governments – to
respond to disasters as well as to advocate to authorities and
governmental bodies. Coordination and cooperation with
other DRR actors (government or non-governmental) plays a
vital part in the success of any intervention in this sphere.
One of our main and most important issues was to connect
the three national societies to exchange their experiences.
During the annual regional meetings and workshops, our
partners from these three countries could discuss the
methods of DRR issues together. On top of that, we invited our
South Caucasus partners to observe the national Red Cross
simulation exercises in Austria, in order to see the – technical
and skill-based – possibilities of reacting to disasters. Today
the three national societies are sitting together to share their
best practices and approaches with each other, one of the
main achievements of the project.
As a result of this 3-year programme, the three national
societies have built up a sustainable basis to keep on working
effectively. We have got professional Red Cross/Red Crescent
staff on headquarters level and above all enthusiastic and
skilful volunteer teams as reliable first responders to natural or
other kinds of disasters in all the targeted communities.
As for the challenges of the project: one of the main issues is
that for ordinary people in both rural and urban areas – having
many economic and social problems in everyday life –
disaster risk reduction is not the main priority. It is not easy to
change the minds of people and to convince them to think
more on disaster risks. But when reading the following stories
from the three countries, it seems that we have succeeded
even in that aspect.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
IN THE SOUTH CAUCASUS
Taking historical climate and disaster patterns into account
when assessing vulnerability is essential when trying to
determine how risks are changing at the local level. Through
the project, staff from all three National Societies have
begun to collect more climate information as part of their
vulnerability and capacity assessments, allowing for more
effective community risk reduction planning. Forecasts are
another important source of information: advance warning
of hazards such as heavy rainfall or high temperatures
allows communities to prepare for possible disasters, and in
the future, developing the relationships between National
Societies and national and regional forecasting agencies
could help link such early warnings with targeted
preparedness actions at the household and community
level.
LOUISA WHITLOCK
Climate Change Adaptation / Disaster Risk Reduction Delegate
Austrian Red Cross

The global climate is changing, and the effects are already
being felt across the South Caucasus region. There has been
a clear rise in air temperature in all three countries since
1960, bringing more droughts, heat waves, high
temperatures, melting glaciers and changes in rainfall
patterns. Future projections indicate that the region can
expect more frequent and intense heat waves and
droughts, and in the medium to long term, increasingly
severe water shortages. In these countries where a high
proportion of the population still rely on agriculture as their
primary source of income, climate change can potentially
have a devastating impact on livelihoods if communities are
unable to adapt.
Climate change is increasing disaster risk for millions of
people worldwide, and resilient communities must be able
to prepare for and respond to disasters that may not be the
same as those they have faced before – going beyond
“business as usual”.Adapting to climate change means
preparing for increased uncertainty. The Red Cross and Red
Crescent can play a major role in supporting communities to
take disaster risk reduction a step further and beginning to
make it “climate-smart”, by considering these changing risks.
Preparing effectively for climate change starts with
information. As part of the Building Safe and Resilient
Communities project, National Society staff from
headquarters and local branches received training on the
causes and impacts of climate change, and approaches to
adaptation. Red Cross and Red Crescent staff were then
able to talk with community members and local authorities
about how weather patterns had changed in the past and
how climate change might affect them.
4

In the longer term, developing strong partnerships with other
climate change stakeholders, such as universities,
government ministries and other civil society actors, will be
key to supporting adaptation action at the local level and
bringing community experiences to national level
adaptation planning. As the National Societies develop their
capacity in implementing effective climate-smart disaster
risk reduction, they will be increasingly able to help
communities to prepare for an uncertain future, as well as in
a strong position to ensure that the needs of the most
vulnerable are taken into account in national adaptation
plans and strategies.

FEELING THE HEAT: PREPARING FOR HEAT WAVES IN TBILISI

For the Georgia Red Cross Society, adapting to the impacts
of climate change also means responding to new kinds of
disasters.

One of the most serious problems associated with climate
change is that of heat waves. The number of hospital
admissions on very hot days often rises significantly, and in
extreme cases heat waves can cause many fatalities, as in
the 2003 heat wave in western Europe when over 70,000
people died. Particularly vulnerable to the effects of high
temperatures are the elderly, children, those engaged in
manual labour and chronically ill people with respiratory and
circulatory conditions. Heat waves can be especially severe
in cities, as a phenomenon known as the “urban heat island”
can result in a higher temperature in urban areas than in the
surrounding countryside.
The Georgia Red Cross Society had never previously worked
on heat waves; however, in response to research showing
that the number of very hot days in the city of Tbilisi was rising,
the National Society decided to work together with city
authorities to develop a Heat Action Plan for the Georgian
capital, Tbilisi.
Drawing on good practices from across Europe, a pilot
project was developed together with experts from the
National Centre for Disease Control and the National
Environment Agency as part of the urban DRR module of
Building Safe and Resilient Communities. The plan took a
broad approach with a focus on preparedness and
education, targeting healthcare professionals, civil society
organisations, and volunteers.
The National Society launched a website with a colourcoded map of Tbilisi, showing where and when heat waves
were expected, and outlining what actions should be taken
by health professionals and the general public at each alert
phase. A telephone hotline staffed by Red Cross volunteers
would allow members of the public to call at any time to ask
for advice on how to prepare for and respond to high
temperatures.

Meanwhile, a public information campaign was developed
by communication experts, and training took place for
health professionals and Red Cross volunteers, highlighting
the risks of heat waves, and identifying opportunities for
preparedness and response. Brochures and leaflets were
printed to advise the public of the best way to behave in hot
weather.
Consequently, when high temperatures hit the city once
again in August 2015, the Georgia Red Cross Society was
prepared. Focussing their response on vulnerable elderly
people, volunteers visited centres for older people to explain
how to avoid health problems in hot weather, and handed
out bottled water and brochures.
For the next summer, the plan is to develop and broaden the
Heat Action Plan document further, and include state
kindergartens as official partners, targeting young children as
well as the elderly. As the heat waves become more
common every year, the city of Tbilisi and the Georgia Red
Cross Society plan to be prepared.
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VOLUNTEERING – EXPERIENCE SHOWS THAT IT WORKS
TWO MINUTES CAN SAVE LIVES
Red Cross is a quite recognisable organisation in Armenia. At
least in Lori region, in several cities and villages, where I went
for interviews, it was clear that local people know a lot about
the mission, which strengthens volunteering in their country,
which implements programmes and initiatives to reduce
disaster risks at both urban and rural areas.
Armenia is located in a seismic active zone and there are
different and complex hazards in its regions. It is mostly
connected with geophysical issues: earthquakes, mudflows, landslides, storms etc.
Taking into consideration the devastating Spitak earthquake
in 1988, when Lori and Shirak regions were mostly affected
and widely destroyed, Red Cross started several projects to
raise local capacities for on-time and effective response to
disasters and natural hazards.
The particular initiative of Red Cross, named “Building Safe
and Resilient Communities” Disaster Risk Reduction Project,
started in 2012 in Lori region.
Narek Khachatryan, programme coordinator of the project
in Armenian Red Cross Society, guided me throughout the
targeted cities and communities in the region to collect the
information about this project and to meet the vulnerable
g ro u p s , b e n e f i c i a r i e s a n d p e o p l e e n g a g e d i n
implementation process of the mission in Armenia.
***
Narek Khachatrian: The activities of “Building Safe and
Resilient Communities” project on Disaster Risk Reduction has
started with Vulnerability and Capacity Assessments in rural
communities to understand the vulnerabilities to hazards
threatening communities. According to the results we
developed mitigation and preparedness plans of action
which will also guide community leadership and decision
makers for designing activities towards disaster risk reduction.
The communities were actively involved in the entire process.
We together identified the different problems and tried to find
solutions and the following stage was to prioritise the
problems which came out from the risk assessments.
The central criteria based on which we chose the target
communities was their limited access to infrastructure,
services and their poor living conditions.

FIRST RESPONDERS FROM THE COMMUNITY
We established Community Voluntary Groups (CVG) in each
of the targeted villages. At the same time we provided
community volunteers with trainings on basic rescue, first
........
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aid, basics of disaster management and providing them
with rescue equipment – ropes, carbines, rollers, safety
system, tents and other necessary tools to be ready to
respond to different emergencies.
Moreover, we are having simulation exercises with the
community voluntary groups. During this activity we are
bringing together all these volunteers from various
communities together to ensure cooperation between
teams and exchange of knowledge and experience.
We collect reports from all the groups with detailed
information on responses: how many responses they have
done, what kinds of responses they were, how many injured
people got first aid support from them and etc. We collect
all these reports to make a complete documentation of
outcomes.
So the community volunteers, trained by us are the first
responders till the professionals arrive from the centre.
Experience shows that it works: in 2014 CVGs have
responded to about 20 emergencies.

SCHOOL SAFETY
TEACHER →

PUPILS →

PARENTS

Based on the number of pupils in schools, 4-10 teachers
have been selected from target schools and trained on
disaster risk reduction topics such as natural and man-made
disasters, risks and hazards, basics of civil protection in
educational institutions, first aid, teaching methods for
different grade pupils, evacuation procedures etc. After
these trainings teachers returned to their schools and
organised trainings, lessons, and seminars for pupils. During
the teacher trainings we provide them with methodology
and informational printed materials with all needed
information, explanations and messages to organise
educational and awareness rising activities in schools.

drawings we developed a calendar which has been shared
with regional and local authorities, Ministry of Territorial
Administration and Emergency Situations, as well as Regional
Rescue Services and other stakeholders at all levels.
The results of the quizzes are mostly excellent – it means that
pupils understood the meaning of the issue and in result they
know how to act during the emergency situations.

We distributed awareness raising and educational material
about code of behaviour for various disasters, climate
change, psychosocial support, first aid to pupils of targeted
schools in urban and rural communities including Yerevan.
The material has been distributed to pupils through trained
school teachers during lessons and seminars on disaster risk
reduction topics.
We also actively work to upgrade an evacuation plan of
schools. So we support schools to upgrade the schemes, as
well as we provide them with evacuation signs throughout
the school building.
Trainings for pupils are followed with DRR drawing
competitions for low grades' and quizzes for high grades'
pupils. Representatives of the Ministr y of Territorial
Administration and Emergency Situations as well as
professionals from State Rescue Services were also members
in the juries. It was very interesting and impressive to see how
pupils draw their imaginations on different disasters, even
response operations, and where they see their role in this
entire situation. After the competition the jury has selected
three best drawings from each target school, and with these
.....

One of the important tools that we are using in schools within
our disaster risk reduction projects is the “Family Emergency
Plan” (FEP).
The purpose of this tool is to deliver gained knowledge on
disaster risk reduction from school to the family members of
pupils, and to encourage them to undertake non-structural
mitigation measure at home, such as fixing heavy furniture to
walls and floor, prepare an emergency bag, etc. Through
children we try to reach out to the general population and to
share the information with them. – We provide pupils with the
FEP check-lists. They take the materials home and together
with parents, neighbours, family friends they start to go
through this check-list which is also guiding them to develop
their emergency plan. There are questions, like what kind of
disasters exists in their living-area; what is the code of
behaviour to be protected from this disasters, where is the
safe place near your house that you can meet after disaster,
etc. Finally they make up their family emergency plan and
present it to us at school.

WHY THE METHOD IS SUCCESSFUL:
Working on this project in Shirak region, a parent came in one
of the coordination meeting and she said with tears, she
wanted to thank to all the donors and Red Cross for their
contribution. We found out that her child came home from
this training in school and said that his bed is near the window,
meaning it stood in the wrong place, and asked to move it
immediately and put the bed under the main wall of the
room. The parents agreed with smile and they did it only
because their child insisted. After two weeks during the night
time a strong storm happened in this community – 190
houses were damaged, including the house of this pupil. As
a result of the storm, a huge tree fell on the wall of their house
and exactly the pupils' bedroom from the window side was
damaged most of all. And the parent said that “I don't want
to imagine what could have happened if we hadn't moved
the bed to safe place”.
- This is a remarkable case, which explains why we push the
pupils and their parents to make such non-structural
mitigation measures at home via the family emergency
plan. It does not need any financial resources. It needs just
two minutes, but we see that these two minutes can save
lives.

ARMENIA
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WE DID IT AND WE SAW THE BENEFITS
Crossing the Georgia-Armenia border you arrive in one of
the most ancient and beautiful regions: Lori region in
northern Armenia, bordering Georgia, with long and sinuous
passes among the high mountains. The region was severely
affected by the 1988 Spitak earthquake.
Vanadzor is the capital and the largest city in the province of
Lori and there is one of two regional branch offices of the
Armenian Red Cross Society there. My first destination is that
office to meet Vladimir Karajyan, Executive Director of Lori
Regional Branch of Armenian Red Cross Society.
Vladimir remembers the horrible earthquake in details and
its detrimental consequences in the whole country as well as
in Vanadzor, where he lived with his family members. He
remembers those terrible moments, when the factory,
where he worked, was getting in ruins, when the colleagues
were dying in front of him. He also remembers how
miraculously he survived and how he found himself in a
ruined city, instead of Vanadzor. He cannot forget the
despair when he saw that the textile factory, where his wife
has been working was totally destroyed; he would never
forget that fear, when he was running to the kindergarten,
where his daughters studied.
Happily his family survived, unlike many others.
***
Vladimir Karajyan: “If we had known essential measures of
disaster management then, maybe we could have saved
lives. Unfortunately we had no idea how to act, how to help
injured people. Must be mentioned that Georgian voluntary
teams were first who came to lend a hand by their own
...........
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initiatives. Since that I put a full stop to everything and went to
Red Cross as a volunteer. It was a great turn in my life.”
Vladimir believes that the current Disaster Risk Reduction
project in his region is the on-time initiative to help the
population in Lori. Though he thinks that projected trainings
and meetings should be carried out systematically and
regularly, as one or two discussions and simulations are not
enough:
“We see how the pupils and their teachers are motivated. We
have excellent results of quizzes at schools. To tell the truth I
found it much more easy and enjoyable to work with
children. They are helpful links between us and their parents.”
In Vanadzor district were selected four schools in urban
areas– Vanadzor and Stepanavan – and two schools in two
villages – Vahagni and Darpas.

SUSTAINABILITY OF VANADZOR BRANCH OFFICE
It is planned to develop a Climate Change Adaptation
Centre in Lori region in near future. The centre will be located
in the branch office in Vanadzor, which will serve as a training
centre for the whole country. According to the plan of
action, an advisory expertise group is established, which
includes climate change adaptation experts and scientists
from Armenian Universities. Together with them the project
representatives developed the specific package of trainings
for volunteers. The package encloses informational
materials, methodology and etc. At the same time
Vanadzor branch office will serve as a research centre, which
gathers specialists of climate change adaptation from
around the country.

VAHAGNI – THE VOLUNTARY SOCIETY
Driving to Vahagni we saw newly renovated 30-metres long
mud-flow channel and newly constructed drainage system.
It is a tangible result of the Disaster Risk Reduction project
implemented by the Armenian Red Cross Society. As the
locals explained, during rains all mud and gravel used to
collect there and it made a lot of troubles.
Deputy Mayor of the Community – Anusha Ovanesyan:
The whole population in our village is a voluntary society. Of
course we have a specially trained and equipped voluntary
group, recently established by the Armenian Red Cross
Society, but in case of need, there is no difference whether
we are voluntary team members or not, we all are ready to
contribute how we can. Within the project school teachers
and pupils have been trained as well. The school evacuation
plan has been renewed and the school has been provided
with the new evacuation signs. Now our children are
definitely better prepared for possible disasters”.
Motivation, physical and physiological readiness, past
experience and etc. – According to the specific criteria, 20
volunteers and 5 different groups have been identified,
trained and equipped in Vahagni within the project. Today
this specially selected voluntary group is a main force
against disasters in the village.

Avetik Khazaryan – Leader of Community Volunteer group:
“Experience shows that we are the first responders for the
community in case of need. One week ago there was a car
accident on the main road of our village, near the tunnel.
Some of our volunteers saw how a truck and a car crashed
each other. We provided first aid assistance immediately to
the drivers. One of them was blocked in the damaged car
and could not get out of the vehicle. We tried to open the car
door, but it was impossible, as we needed special technical
equipment to handle it. We stayed on the spot, providing
injured people with water, first aid and psychological support,
until the emergency and rescue services reached the place
of accident. Fortunately the incident ended without
casualties.”

DARPAS – RESPONSIBLE COMMUNITY

Livestock is the main income for locals in Darpas. This is the
highland village with green pastures. Almost every family
here produces dairy products. However, the recent climate
change has a negative impact on their only income. The
issue is that recently exceptionally hot summer seasons and
a prolonged drought damage the grass - the main food for
farm animals.
You will have to go through a quite uncomfortable road to
get to Darpas. Despite the mentioned drought – and as a
result of climate change – flood is the main problem here.
Due to the poor drainage system the locals' homesteads
have been flooded for years.
ARMENIA
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Within the project – during the vulnerability and capacity
assessment process, which involved the whole community –
we made up the evacuation plan of Darpas and we
identified the safest buildings in the community – church,
kindergarten and municipality building. Today everyone
knows where to take shelter in case of disaster.
As the public services are far from Darpas, our community
voluntary group is really helpful for locals. About two months
ago a huge landfall blocked the main road of the village.
The local volunteers, using the special equipment, opened
the road in a short time.”

Poghos Sukiasyan is the military instructor of the local school.
At the same time he is a leader of community voluntary
group.
Here is the interesting story he shared with us:
With the support of the project, the drainage system has
been repaired. Armenian Red Cross Society provided the
community with all the necessary materials, but the rest of
the work was up to the locals. It was crucial to see the
readiness of the local government as well as the motivation
of the community members. At the beginning it was planned
to renovate only the main part of the mud-flow channel
within the project. But during the coordination meeting, the
chairman of the community initiated to allocate some extra
money from the local budget to construct and renovate the
mud-flow channel not only in the main part of the village, but
as long as possible.
However it is only one part of the problem: the channel,
passing through the village, needs to be reinforced from the
very top. Before that there is no use to repair the road in
Darpas, as even a small rain damages it easily.
Artush Abramyan - the community volunteer team
member: “The road in our village is nearly impassible, but as it
was mainly caused by the frequent flooding, our community
decided to start with the mud-flow construction. Without Red
Cross involvement, we would never know how to plan this
project accordingly. As a result the main part of the channel
is now renovated and clean.
10
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“A little child in our village ate some vegetables, which got stuck in
the throat so that she could not swallow it. The child fainted away. All
the neighbours and family members were trying to help her
somehow, except her elder brother, who was at school at that time.
No one knew how to help the child. The only thing they could do
was to wait for the emergency service from the town which is quite
far from the village. Her elder brother returning home asked what
happened and when the parents explained, he said he knew how
to help her. He remembered the first aid rules studied at school
during the trainings and thanks to it, he saved his sister's life.
This story with the happy end makes me happy too, because I am
responsible to teach the children the first aid rules in our village. But
the most important thing is that the trainings and simulations,
organized by Red Cross helped me to update my knowledge, to
strengthen my skills and to increase experience; it helped me to
give more practical recommendations and instructions to my
pupils.”

WE CHANGE APPROACHES
Stepanavan is a resort area in Lori region. Its fresh air and
beautiful nature attracts many visitors from the big cities of
Armenia, especially in summer period. However local
people are complaining about climate change and
unusual drought.
Stepanavan is the another urban location of the Red Cross
project. The second branch office of Lori region is located in
this city. Here we met Armen Arakelyan – representative of
Armenian Red Cross Society in Lori region and the head of
the branch office.
He still remembers how he got inspired with the
professionalism and devotion, which Red Cross volunteers
showed during the rescue operations after the terrible Spitak
earthquake in 1988. During that period he decided to join
this team, which lead him to Red Cross volunteering. Since
that time he is there to help.
“It is my city, I was born here, my family, relatives and close
friends live here. Thus I feel responsibility for them and their
safety. Thanks to Red Cross, I am involved in many useful
projects for my city”.

EFFECTIVE COOPERATION WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES

At this stage Armen Arakelyan and his team train the people
living in the rural area in Stepanavan district how to respond
and to be prepared for natural disasters.
“To tell the truth, people accept the environmental disaster as
a threat, only when it directly affects their living conditions.
Unfortunately, usually people push the panic button only after
the tragic consequences. And now we try to change this
approach”.
Kurtan and Koghes are those two communities of
Stepanavan surrounding area, where the Red Cross Disaster
Risk Reduction Project has implemented.

In Stepanavan city a consortium has been established by
Armenian Red Cross Society, National Platform for Disaster
Risk Reduction, UN Development Programme (UNDP), UN
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(UNOCHA), UN International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF), World Vision and the “LORE” Rescue team. Within
this consortium a joint plan of action has been developed
and confirmed by city mayor. LORE rescue team conducted
a risk assessment for Stepanavan and produced a report
which specifies threatening hazards and vulnerabilities of the
city.
Recently, within the project the “Crisis Coordination Centre”
has been established in ARCS Stepanavan territorial branch
which will also serve as a training centre with simulation desk
exercises during non-emergency time. During emergencies
it can be also served as a reserve Crisis Management Centre
for State Regional Rescue Service. The centre is equipped
with all the necessary materials, with operators and
volunteers.
We visited a Municipality of Stepanavan and met the advisor
to the mayor, Levon Kalantaryan: “We have a very strong
and well-trained state rescue service in the city. At the same
time we have a Red Cross Society office here with a
professional team and volunteers. These two organisations
work in a very close cooperation. They take steps together
immediately in case of emergency situations.

ARMENIA
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As for the report on Disaster Risk Assessment, it showed us the
clear picture of our city. Now we have a map with all the
buildings in Stepanavan, which are under risk. This map gives
us a direction to set the priorities and plan the activities.
Consequently within this project our office together with Red
Cross Society renovated one of the main kindergartens in
Stepanavan.”

VOLUNTEER GROUPS – SIGNIFICANT RELIEF FOR
THE COMMUNITIES

As the head of urban planning department, Hrahat
Abrahamyan mentioned: “The document showed that the
infrastructure in the building was out of order and children's
safety was at risk. Red Cross Society provided us with all the
necessary materials, we involved our workforce there and in
a short time we got a renovated, nice and safe place for our
children.” – Explained HrahatAbrahamyan showing us the
recently renovated building of the kindergarten.
But still there are many issues left to be solved in Stepanavan.
Armen Arakelyan gave us some remarkable details: “17
years ago there were 1'200 zones at high risk of landslides;
today there are already 2'000 places like that. But nature is
not to blame. It's just that people do not know how to
manage water resources. People pollute the environment
themselves and later it makes serious problems. For
instance, there are small plants and enterprises, which are
busy with non-ferrous metal processing at 3 km distance
from our city. It radically pollutes the air and causes climate
change. This is one of the reasons why the draught has
become more frequent in this territory and its surroundings.”

Kurtan and Koghes are those two communities of
Stepanavan surrounding area, where the Red Cross Disaster
Risk Reduction Project has implemented.

KURTAN
Our trip lead us to Kurtan, an old and nice village with
historical sites and old churches. It is one of the communities
of Stepanavan surrounding area, where Red Cross worked to
implement the Disaster Risk Reduction project.
We met Mher Gevorgyan - the Mayor of the community – to
speak about the success they achieved and challenges
they faced during the project implementation process:
“Approximately 130 families in our village lived without
drinking water supply for years. The rest of the families, about
390 ones, were provided with water, but with some serious
delays. Within the small mitigation project, we received
about 800 meters pipeline from Red Cross Society. Today this
pipeline is the main supply route, which helps the whole
community to get clean drinking water during 24 hours and
without any interruptions.
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Moreover, the Red Cross established, trained and equipped
the local community volunteer group. And it is a significant
relief not only for our community, but for the neighbourhood.
In case of hazards we know whom to call for help.”
During our visit in Kurtan we spoke with Community Volunteer
Group members and teachers trained by Red Cross:
As CVG leader Matsak Gevorgyan told us: “Together with
Red Cross we started to understand, how important it is to be
skilled and trained to respond to any emergencies. Thanks to
Red Cross we have all tools for that – knowledge, skills,
equipment and enthusiasm.”
Serine Nalbandyan is a local school teacher who
participated at Disaster Risk Reduction Trainings, organised
by Armenian Red Cross Society in the framework of the
project. She believes that the trainings considerably raised
awareness about the issue in the village: “Once the Disaster
Management trainings were completed at our school, we
found out that the children began to take the issue seriously.
Several months ago one of the low-grade students in our
school had a strong bleeding from the nose. Some highgrade students happened to be close to him at the
moment. They provided first aid to the child before the
school nurse arrived. And it is not a single example of
solidarity; there are many similar cases in our school.”

Within the small mitigation project the Armenian Red Cross
Society provided us with garbage bins. Today 23 bins are
placed throughout the village. The local government
allocated a budget to buy a garbage removal truck. It
comes once a week in the village to collect all the garbage
from the community and to take it to the landfill, located at
some distance from the village, so that it cannot harm
anyone and anything.”
The community member Arsen Mamajanyan added that
now the following priority of the community is an irrigation
system and they need to start working on it: “We see that the
climate is changing dramatically and every year we get
increasingly hot summers in Koghes. Therefore we need
more powerful irrigation systems.”

The story, they told us about:
This summer a child from the community fell into the canyon,
about 5 meters down. Properly equipped local volunteers
rescued the child from the canyon, and before the
emergency service arrived, they provided first aid to her and
saved the life of a little child.

KOGHES
On our way to Koghes we enjoyed the picturesque views of
the canyons dividing the villages from each other. It was the
reason we no longer paid attention to the road in a poor
condition. And finally, in spite of quite short distance between
Stepanavan and Koghes (only 17 km), it took more than an
hour to get to the community.
Koghes is an ancient village. Local people know a lot of
historical facts about the devoted people, lived here
centuries ago. The main tradition in Koghes has always been
solidarity. This tradition is kept up till now.
Mayor of Koghes, Arayik Nersisyan: “The Koghes
community acts as one in case of any need. In spite of the
limited budget we have, the local population does not wait
for support from outside. They always take initiative to
recover, to improve, to solve and to push the government to
be more engaged in the process.
We have a good working experience with Armenian Red
Cross Society. Because of the skills our volunteers acquired
during the trainings and because of all the capacities and
equipment we got, we feel more confident ourselves.
During the assessment process we identified the main priority
of the community – garbage removal system. It was a really
important issue for the whole population. We had nowhere to
take our trash to. All of the garbage was collected near the
drinking water reservoir and definitely it caused very negative
consequences and unnecessary health risks.
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JOINTLY WE SOLVED SMALL, BUT SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS
The most important is that the communities kept this
enthusiasm event after the project. The progress we
achieved with the joint effort is so tangible that now people
understand that it is absolutely possible for them to change
things for better by their own initiatives. This project taught
them that all-out efforts always get job done. As a result
communities keep contact with us till now; they give us
reports permanently about the disasters they have
prevented or managed. They enthusiastically give us details
of their immediate response and first aid measures they
have used. It is not mandatory, but still they keep doing it.

Azerbaijan is a South Caucasus country located in an
active seismic zone like its neighbours in the region. Just a
few days before my visit to the country, a magnitude 7.0
earthquake occurred in Sheki and Gabala as well as
neighbouring regions. Fortunately the epicentre was far
from the settlements, and it did not cause fatalities, at least
there were no reports of damages or injuries. The
population of Sheki was really lucky, as speaking with them I
found out that they have limited information about simple
measures of safety in case of earthquake or other hazards.
But Sheki region was not my destination, so I continued my
way to Ismayilli to get information about the progress of the
project on Disaster Risk Reduction in that district,
implemented by Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society.
IN THE CITY OF ISMAYILLI I MET FARID SEYIDZADEH,
AZERBAIJAN RED CRESCENT SOCIETY PROJECT MANAGER.
HE SHARED HIS IMPRESSIONS ABOUT THE IMPLEMENTED
PROJECT:
Disaster Risk Reduction and Disaster Management – The
topic was really new one for all of our communities. Even for
me at the beginning it was something like discovering a new
world. So it was not quite easy to start working on the issues in
the rural area. We had to carry out a lot of meetings and
discussions to convince the population in the importance of
it. Initially we faced huge doubts from them, but then they
understood that our planned project in their villages would
eventually improve their living conditions, mitigate their
routine and decrease risks. Gradually their attitude has
changed. The members of the selected communities
became more open and friendlier to us and within a short
period of time we together were able to take important and
very progressive steps to disaster risk reduction and
prevention aspects.
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Building Safe and Resilient Communities’ project in
Ismayilli started in December 2012, initiated by Austrian
Red Cross and Austrian Development Agency. The project is
implemented by Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society. During
the kick-off meeting organised on the national level, we
selected two urban communities – Ismayilli and Gusar; as
well as six rural communities (Diyalli, Tezekend, Tirjan and
Kurdmashe in Ismayilli district; Anikh and Guzun in Gusar
district).
Ismayilli district is a natural disasters risk zone. That is why we
started our project with intensive research and risk
assessments in more than 10 communities of Ismayilli district
and finally selected the most vulnerable four villages,
located in landslide risk zones.
We developed Community Based Disaster Risk Reduction
Teams with 12 members each in every selected village.
Despite some barriers, gender balance is maintained in all
teams. (As Azerbaijan is a Muslim country, we still face
gender issues especially in rural area).
All of our activities in the frame of the project – trainings, as
well as simulations, discussions and etc. were aimed to
increase awareness, decrease and prevent disaster risks in
the communities. Finally we conducted baseline surveys
among the beneficiaries to show the clear picture what was
before and to be able to compare the situation after the
project we implemented together.

One of the most important stages in this project was a
vulnerability and capacity assessment. It gave us obvious
information about the current situation in the targeted
communities. Based on it we compiled the maps, indicating
the places, houses and other buildings under risk of natural
disaster.
Finally, according to this map we developed a detailed plan
of action focused on all the urgent issues and priorities for the
safety of local population.

One of the main priorities of the project was tight
collaboration with schools. Communication with children – it
is so easy, effective and always with full of emotions.
Children usually discuss their impressions at home among
family members. In this way we attracted parents' attention
too. Trainings and simulations at schools were followed with
family emergency plans. It is worth mentioning, that
different tasks which we offered to the children were
absolutely perfectly handled.

In the frame of small scale mitigation activities, we
constructed and reinforced bridges connecting two villages
to each other, renovated the damaged road to school for
pupils. The local population enthusiastically engaged in
physical work. Jointly we solved some small but significant
problems.
We paid special attention to psychological readiness as we
think it is not less important in case of first response or injury. So
we conducted psycho-social support trainings for
community based team members.

Last, but not least we would like to mention that during
starting up and continuing project implementation we
established and then further strengthened very good
relationships with local authorities, village municipalities as
their involvement to the process from beginning was
important and useful for the success of the project. It is
noteworthy that since 2006 the Azerbaijan Red Crescent
Society signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Ministry of Emergencies, in the frame of which the role of
Red Crescent is in working with communities, providing
them with necessar y knowledge toward disaster
preparedness and risk reduction, assessment and
distribution of humanitarian support as well as organising
blood donation campaigns and proving with relevant First
Aid skills. On district levels deputies of the local authorities are
the chairmen of the Emergency Commissions thus from this
perspective we had total understanding and commitment
from them while applying with project implementation
initiative.

In the frame of the project we together made a family
emergency plan, containing all useful information in case of
emergency: telephone numbers where to call – emergency
and rescue services, as well as contact information of the
local doctor; specially chosen safe buildings, where to
gather all the local inhabitants in case of need and etc. The
printed versions of this material were disseminated among
the community members.

AZERBAIJAN
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WE GIVE A GOOD EXAMPLE
Tofik Sultanov is a father of two daughters and a son. Volunteering is his family tradition. They believe that the main idea of life is to help others.
Recently Tofiks elder daughter got married. He hopes his family tradition of voluntarism will be kept on by his grandchildren and it will never
stop.
Since 2007 Tofik holds the position of Chairman of Ismayilli Local Branch of Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society. He started his career in the
organisation as a volunteer in 2003.During this period he together with his team has implemented a number of social projects, which
supported vulnerable people throughout the Ismayilli district. His office plans to work actively on fundraising issues in future to strengthen the
practice in the region and to encourage local potential contributors for donations.
But meanwhile they have to finalise the Disaster Risk Reduction project.

AWARENESS RAISING AND PUBLIC EDUCATION IN ISMAYILLI
Through our activities we convinced the local population
that negligent acts like that could lead to disasters, which
would affect negatively to their living conditions.
Once in a year we celebrate Novrus Bayram, an old tradition
of Azerbaijan, when all the population should light huge
bonfires. Many people decided to burn rubber tires in order
to make a strong blazing fire. Our organisation was one of
the initiators, who had requested the government to ban the
usage of rubbers in bonfires. Today this habit during the
celebration is prohibited by the state law.
What the most important is, we achieved through our
project that our initiatives and examples became
contagious and it transmitted throughout Ismayilli district.

Climate Change Adaptation – Today this is one of the most
considerable issues in Ismayilli. It is a quite new term, but at
the same time, a real pressing problem for the local
communities in the district.
The reality shows that prolonged rainy seasons in Ismayilli
rural area have been substituted by drought. It means that
the local population would have to change their lifestyle and
to find a new way to adapt.
Building Safe and Resilient Communities’ project,
implemented by Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society, strives to
inform the local population about natural hazards; to
educate them about the basic prevention measures, which
should be taken in emergency cases etc.
Visiting the branch office in Ismayilli, Tofik Sultanov spoke with
us about the projects main goals, achievements and
challenges:
“Villages where we started working in the frame of the project
are mainly located in the wooded zones. Previously there
were frequent forest fires caused by the picnics and
barbeques done by the local people there regularly; at the
same time the territories were full of waste products, polluting
the environment.
16
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For instance, we renovated the bridge in Kurdmashe. The
success of the project was tangible for not only the locals,
but for the neighbouring community, suffering from a similar
problem. They understood that they could organise the
same job by mobilizing the local resources and actually they
did it. It means that we give a good example and our project
causes the positive turns in the district.”

CITY OF ISMAYILLI – IN THE CENTRE OF ATTENTION
Ismayilli branch office of Red Crescent works in two areas –
rural and urban ones. Youth is the main priority and the way to
reach the target groups in the city.
Since 10 years already, Esmira Agyieva works on youth issues
in Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society, in Ismayilli branch. As a
Youth Team leader she is enthusiastically engaged in the
Disaster Risk Reduction project in her city. One of the
directions, which she thinks is the most successful, is a regular
collaboration with local schools.
Thanks to this partnership, the branch office members find it
possible to organise regular meeting for pupils at schools to
discuss the most painful issues for them with regards to
disaster management. .....................

COLLABORATION WITH SCHOOLS:

As Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society is a well-known
organisation in Ismayilli, it was quite easy to persuade the
principles of local schools to allocate some regular hours for
the branch office representatives to meet pupils, to educate
and train them in the basics of disaster risk reduction. Via this
collaboration the subject has become familiar to the
majority of the children in the city.

PUBLIC THEATRE PERFORMANCES:

SOCIAL NETWORKING ON DISASTERS:

There are different ways the project implementers
communicate with their target groups. One of them is social
networking, which is one of the most effective tools to reach
the local youth. Ismayilli branch office developed its
Facebook page and through it they share comprehensive
information about disasters, recommendations and
suggestions; via this page the office announces planned
discussions, meetings and activities within the project.

Within the project the local branch office team organised
two public theatre performances to attract the attention of
the citizens of Ismayilli. The last one, organised at the end of
May, was a lot more massive. One hundred pupils wearing
Red Crescent branded vests and caps gathered in the
central square of the city. The children showed the scenes of
first aid in case of different disasters. Through the
performance they educate the citizens and visitors of
Ismayilli how to respond to some hazards. It was an effective
simulation which provoked a keen interest among the
population as well as local authorities.
During the show, which the branch office team organised
last year, an enormous tent has been pitched in the city
centre, where the specially invited professional rescuers
showed the simulation on first aid standards and rules. They
explained to the gathered citizens how to manage disasters
and how to reduce risks in case of emergency situations.

MEETINGS AND DISCUSSIONS AS THE BEST PRACTICE:

Meetings, round tables and discussions among the targeted
groups – it is the best practice the local team uses to
mobilise communities and to give the push to the
governmental authorities for positive changes. As a rule the
activities like that give the opportunities to raise a question
and to get exhaustive answers from decision makers.

AZERBAIJAN
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WE BUILD A RESILIENT AND SAFE COMMUNITY TOGETHER
Even at first glance at the villages in Azerbaijan, it is
obvious that hard working people live here. Land work is
the main lifestyle for them and it is one of the major
sources of income.
Well-treated gardens, vast fields of wheat, maize and
potato and a livestock – it is all what any Azerbaijan
peasant calls welfare. While the happiness for them
means a devoted wife and many children. Everything
else is just trivia which sooner or later can be overcome.

TODAY OUR EFFORT IS EFFECTIVE

You made us thinking about the issues which we had
never thought about
Diyalli is the first site we visited during our visit in Ismayilli
district. It is one of the selected communities by Azerbaijan
Red Crescent Society to implement the Building Safe and
Resilient Communities’ project.
18
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The main selection criterion was poorly developed
infrastructure and the unsafe location of the village – it is
situated at the foot of the mountain, near the forest and it is
one of the landslide zones in Ismayilli.
Driving to the village we found out that the local government
had already started the road renovation process: The part of
the road from the entrance to the centre of the village was
asphalted.
That good news was the topic we started speaking about
with the local people, gathered in the community centre.
One of the volunteer team members, Aliyev Tarlan, spoke to
us about the project, implemented in his village:
“The initiative of Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society
encouraged us to be more determined and self-assured.
The topic and the method of trainings as well as simulations
were absolutely new, interesting and helpful. It made us
thinking about the issues which we had never thought about.
Trainers gave us useful information about climate change
issues and explained our role to prevent it.

FRIENDSHIP AND VOLUNTEERING – OUR UNWRITTEN LAW

This project consolidated all of us and we started to resolve
the problems, which we had never known how to do. For
instance, frequent forest fires in our village – we did not know
about general firefighting measures, we were not skilled
enough to localise it before the arrival of rescue services
from the city. We acted spontaneously and ineffectively
before. Through these trainings and simulations we learned a
lot. Within the project we were equipped with all the
necessary tools and special first aid kits.
Recently our neighbour's farm set on fire. Our team did a
great job,as we rescued the cattle as well as the farm and a
stockyard before the rescue services arrived. It is very
important to us, as livestock is the main mean of subsistence
here and farmer without livestock – it means the end”.

Tezekend, like Diyalli, is located in a landslide risk zone. The
entire village stands on a ground water. Thus the land in this
area is constantly moving and slipping, which leads the
houses and other buildings into emergency conditions.
Donors frequently implement some risk reduction projects
here to mitigate the situation. World Bank and Central
Government of Azerbaijan completed several joint social
projects in the village, e.g. Tezekend is now provided with a
drinking water supply system.
The head of the community, Askerov Shafagat, eagerly
explained to us the benefits of the project implemented
there: “Red Crescent Society's contribution was very
important for us. It trained our community team to be
prepared for emergency situations. Within the project we got
some equipment and first aid kits. The most significant is that
the organization renovated the main part of our village road,
which was considerably damaged by landslides. This road
goes to the village cemetery and very often it was nearly
impossible to get to the place, especially during rainy
season. It was a really sensitive issue for us. Recently Red
Crescent Society helped us to resolve the problem. Thanks to
the project's initiative and our joint effort we got a nicely
repaired road.”

Within the small scale mitigation project, the main bridge in
Diyalli, connecting two villages to each other has been built
of reinforced concrete materials. Today the bridge functions
during dry summer period as well as in springtime, when
heavy rains lead to floods. “Within the project the local
community got materials and financial support from
Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society. As for the workforce, the
whole community was involved in the physical work. As they
told us, they worked readily as they knew it was for the benefit
of them”.

Local people in Tezekend are very friendly, they are always
ready to give a helping hand. Therefore volunteering is quite
familiar to them. “If someone in our neighbourhood gets into
difficulties, we all stand by him – it's our unwritten law. But after
the treinings of disaster management and psychsocial
support, we became much more effective.”– noted the
community member Dadasheva Sadagat.

The next problem the community needs to solve is to
renovate a local ambulance and to build a kindergarten.
For that they expect the support of the local government
and the next initiatives from the donors.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR POSITIVE CHANGES
Tirjan is the village with a lot of social problems, but at the
same time it is the place with enthusiastic inhabitants, who
constantly strive to make some positive changes around
them.
There is no drinking water supply system for the population
and they have to walk nearly 6 km up to the mountain every
day to get water from the spring in the forest. There is also
another option for them – to buy water, which is quite
expensive and it's nearly impossible for many local families
to pay the amount regularly.....
AZERBAIJAN
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Furthermore there is no garbage removal system in the
village. The population of Tirjan has established a concrete
day for cleaning, when each of the inhabitants without any
exceptions leaves his daily farming and comes out on the
street to clean it. They usually remove all household garbage
to the specially chosen place outside the village. They dig
the holes and burn the collected rubbish there. “We do not
know whether it is correct or not, but that is all what we can do
at this stage to keep some sanitation. Our children are
actively involved in this process, as we try to teach them, that
they are responsible for their village and for its safety.”–
Sudeif Tabtugov, the leader of the community group told
us.
Disaster Risk Reduction project in Tirjan pushed the locals to
become more organised and engaged to overcome every
day challenges thoroughly. “Today we can easily say that
Tirjan has a qualified group of people, who are skilful enough
to prevent or manage disasters in the village. All of us know to
whom we should address in case of emergency; we know
where the safe place is to gather in case of some hazards.
This kind of information is important especially for those 100
families in Tirjan, whose houses stand on the very hazardous
zone and in fact they are at real risk of landslides practically
every day.” – explained us Mardan Mirzoev – the member
of the local community group.
In the frame of the small scale mitigation project the
foremost problem was identified: the only road to the school
was totally damaged by landslides and it was not safe for
children to go there every day. So the problem needed to
be resolved urgently. Within the project the road has been
renovated.
“The project is completed, but we keep working on disaster
risk reduction in our village. We believe, it is our responsibility
and now we know how to assume it.”– Concluded Elnara
Alisadeh – Chairman of the community.

implemented, we no longer worry about the rainy seasons in
our village. A slight rainy weather has been enough before to
damage the bridge and to lose the communication
between two parts of Kurdmashe. It has always been risky to
cross the bridge as it was damaged and unreliable”.
Local people were the main workforce in the renovation
process. Still they think that they were not the main players.
“We just helped Red Crescent Society to relieve our problem.
We were just a supporting force in this process. Moreover
after this initiative the government renovated the second
bridge of the village by their own initiative.
However the village still has a lot of problems. Basically it is a
drinking water supply system. Artesian well has already been
made by the local people, but now a reservoir and water
pipelines are needed to provide the population with water”.
– added Ragub Veliev.
But the most important what the community has already
gotten from the project is the mobilised, well-trained and
skilful team of volunteers. As they think without them it would
be much more difficult and unsafe to live in the village and
to deal with disasters and natural hazards.

SUPPORTING FORCE OF KURDMASHE

The last stop of our voyage in Azerbaijan communities is
Kurdmashe. A small river, separating the village in two parts,
makes two green banks with beautiful gardens of
pomegranate and fig. Both parts of the territory are densely
populated. We met the community volunteer group
members and a chairman of municipality in the centre of
the village.
Ragub Veliev – Chairman of the municipality: “After the
small scale mitigation project Red Crescent Society
..............
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STORY THEY TOLD US:
Last year, on December 31, exactly several hours before the New
Year, a terrible fire blazed up in one of the homesteads in
Kurdmashe. The local community voluntary group members were
first ones who appeared there. They rescued two children and
parents from the fire by the specific equipment they got from the
project. Unfortunately the third, a younger child of the family could
not be saved.

Kakheti is Georgia's easternmost region surrounded by rugged
mountains, ancient castles and magnificent churches. It shares
the border with Russia and Azerbaijan. The regions spectacular
landscapes including the snow-covered mountains of the
Caucasian main range, fertile valleys and even semi-desert
areas make it absolutely unique. It is a land famous for
viticulture and winemaking. Farmers grow many kinds of
grapes here and are skilled at producing a wide variety of highquality wines.

ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN LAGODEKHI
USEFUL INFORMATION IS WHAT WE REALLY NEED
Lagodekhi is one of its municipalities, located at the foot of the
Great Caucasus Mountains. Nearby there are waterfalls and most
notably the Lagodekhi Nature Reserve.
Recently increased natural disasters in the district make a lot of
troubles to the local population. Lagodekhi is one of the
municipalities of Kakheti region, where the project of Building Safe
and Resilient Communities is implemented.
It was the hottest summer period, when I visited the town. Unusual
drought was what we found there: dry rivers, drinking water supply
with serious delays, and no irrigation water for vineyards. The hot
weather was the only subject of discussion among the locals.
The Branch office of Georgia Red Cross Society in Lagodekhi
started to implement the Disaster Risk Reduction project in February
2015. During the short period of time project representatives have
already managed to fulfil a lot of initiatives.

Ketevan Talakhadze is the local coordinator of BSRC project
in Lagodekhi. The mother of five children always tries to be
actively involved in social life, as she believes that only a
household work is not enough to change the world around
her for better.
“Extremely frequent natural disasters, abnormal heat,
drought, flooding and landslide in Lagodekhi – it is quite a
new reality and a serious challenge for us. Actually it is a
..........

negative effect of mass deforestations and air pollution. I
strongly believe that the project I am involved in is really
helpful and important for my hometown Lagodekhi.”
As Ketevan explained to us, the project in the district started
with vulnerability assessment process. The local coordinator
together with local authorities identified most vulnerable
communities, as a result of which it was decided to start with
Shroma – the most vulnerable community in the district.
Initially the project team found it very difficult to work with the
local population. Most of them looked at the new initiative
with a great scepticism. – And so what? Would it solve our
problems? – It was the main questions posed by the
beneficiaries.
Soon the project started disaster risk reduction trainings at the
community school. Teachers and pupils showed a great
interest. They enthusiastically involved in simulation exercises.
Finally pupils together with parents, relatives, family friends
and neighbours started to draft the Family Emergency Plans.
And slowly the ice melt has begun.
“School activities helped us to attract the people's attention
in the village. The population started to discuss the issue of
disaster management, they got interested in Red Cross
activities and they became welcoming to us. In the near
future we plan to organise the next simulation exercise. And
we decided to involve not only the pupils, but also their
parents in it. By this initiative we encourage their involvement
in disaster risk reduction process.
I would like to mention, that children in the community
showed an exceptional enthusiasm and interest during the
trainings, simulations and survey, which we conducted. It
gives us the motivation to keep working hard. It
demonstrated that children in the rural areas are open to get
new experience, to receive useful information and they are
willing to actively take part in social activities. Seven
successful pupils, who have elaborated most innovative
Family Emergency Plans (FEP) we sent to Red Cross Summer
Camp in the resort of Bakuriani. ”
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SHROMA – LAGODEKHI HOT SPOT

The next step the branch in Lagodekhi planned to take was
the small scale mitigation project. The survey showed that
the most risky zone in the community of Shroma was
Caucasioni Street.
Ketevan explained to us that during the rain, a large amount
of water flows down from the mountain, which brings the
stone-gravel, sand, trees, huge boulders. It blocks up the
road in the street and floods the basements and the first
floors of houses, homesteads, destroys crop lands and
vineyards and most importantly, it puts the lives and health of
local people at risk.
“As we have a very limited budget for large-scaled projects,
we tried to encourage the local government to allocate
finances for the mitigation activities. We together planned
the project considering all the technical details and soon
with the local budget and by the Red Cross contribution we
will be able to renovate drainage system at the street as well
as there will be constructed dams to prevent the flood from
the mountain.”
The Governor of Lagodekhi, Kakha Jamburia, met us to
share his opinion about Red Cross Society activities in the
district, as well as about the priorities identified by the local
government for its future activities: “I appreciate Red Cross
initiatives in our district and support it as much as I can.
Currently we work hard together to complete the small scale
mitigation project in Shroma community. Drainage system
reconstruction at Caucasioni Street was really on-time task
and I hope it will resolve many problems there. On the other
hand we have already started to implement a large-scaled
reconstruction project of drinking water supply system for the
whole district of Lagodekhi.”
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Visiting Shroma we met school teacher Irma Makashvili. Her
everyday life starts with the lessons at school and continues
with hard work in vineyard together with her husband.
Children are also actively involved in family agriculture. It is
important as viticulture is the main income for her family, like
for others in the village. This is the reason the ecological
stability and mild climate is critical here.
“It was not used to be such strong winds before. Now you can
note it easily that all the surroundings of our municipality are
almost deforested. Consequently the storms are intensified
here and it affects the quality of our harvest, it damages our
houses and puts our lives at risk. Recently the issue of
frequent hails became more painful for us. Several years
ago my family lost all its harvest. Our vineyard grown at the
foot of the mountain was completely beaten down by the
terrible hailstorm. It was a tragedy as we saw that we spent all
our energy, time and finances for nothing.
The Red Cross project – Building Safe and Resilient
Communities – is really important for us. Gradually we
perceive that useful information is what we really need to
adapt to the changes, to reduce the risks and prevent
natural hazards.”
We could hardly get to Caucasioni Street because of the
terribly damaged road. Giorgi Mamulashvili, one of the
locals, willingly spoke to us: “You cannot imagine, but this
road was nicely asphalted before. It was one of the most
comfortable and well-organised streets in my childhood.
And you see what we have now. Every rainy day is a
complete disaster for our neighbourhood. I hope that
professionally planned drainage system and flood walls will
solve our problem. All of us are ready to involve in the project
implementation process and to work physically.
What most important is, people should understand that
deforesting can lead us to fatal consequences. What will
retard the water flow from the mountains if there are no
trees? – we should think about it.”
Natia Imerlishvili is one of the 20 volunteers in Lagodekhi
municipality. She started volunteering in 2012 after a terrible car
accident, when she got seriously injured, while her mother in the
same car died. She believes that well-trained people in disaster
management can save lives; and the group of 20 skilful volunteers
in Lagodekhi is already the whole army of safety. In spite of a lot of
troubles, she always finds time for volunteering as she believes that
it is her major civil responsibility.

LIFE WITHOUT VOLUNTARISM IS USELESS
RED CROSS – RELIABLE PARTNER
“We educate people how to respond to hazards, how to prevent disaster risks and how to be prepared for ecological challenges”.

THREAT OF DURUJI

River Duruji is a visit card of Kvareli Municipality. Duruji valley,
where the best vine grows is home of the well-known
traditional Georgian wines. In summer period the riverbed of
Duruji is dry and it looks harmless. However the latest history
keeps several tragic facts which remind us that Kvareli is still in
danger.
***
Year 1905 is the tragic chapter in the history of Kvareli, when
the river Duruji overflowed and a terrible mud-flow destroyed
nearly all the town. Half of the local population has lost their
lives during the disaster. Soon after the tragedy, construction
of dams and embankments started. The fragments of those
old dams are still in place, with their height being about 8
metres.
***
Year 1949 is the witness of another disaster, when an awful
mudslide in the riverbed of Duruji destroyed the old dams; it
found the way to Kvareli and a devastating flood fall down
the town at night. Exactly at that period militaries with their
family members were on vacation at the resort in the
Northern part of Kvareli. The resort was the first which crashed
into a massive flood. Most of the victims including children
have been found exactly at the resort territory.
This tragic experience united the entire region of Kakheti. The
local population actively participated in the reconstruction
of the dams and embankments (length 5 km and height
8m). Today the old protective walls are measurably
....

damaged and their destruction process has already begun.
About 300 metres length of those dams practically no longer
exist.
Alexander Baidoshvili, Kvareli City Council Member spoke
with us about the threat of Duruji:

“Landslide process on the source of river has already been
started. There is new erosion on the rocky cliff and it has such
a big slope that does not stop. It comes down, falls into
pieces and follows water. Well the river is not blocked for now,
but in case of heavy rain it might be dangerous. In fact the
riverbed of Duruji is filled, old dams are destroyed. First thing
to do is to clean the riverbed and build bank protections.
Otherwise we cannot prevent the landslide. The level of the
river has considerably raised and practically it exceeded the
topography of the town itself. Currently the local municipality
GEORGIA
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together with international donors constructed gabion
baskets at the ridge of the dam in order to avoid the impact
of mud-flows on the populated areas in Kvareli. At this stage
we work hard to allocate funds from the state budget to start
cleaning process of the riverbed – this is our number 1 priority.
Furthermore municipality in cooperation with nongovernmental and donor organisations, installed a special
early warning system in Kvareli. It will alert the local
government and population in case of forthcoming
disasters.
Georgia Red Cross Society branch office in Kvareli and its
volunteers are vigorously involved in all the abovementioned activities. The office helped us to train the
community members, primary healthcare specialists,
teachers and rescuers in disaster management. Red Cross is
a reliable partner for us in case of any hazards.”

WATER OR POISON

This summer Kvareli faced a serious ecological disaster –
more than 150 residents including children were poisoned
through drinking water.
Irina Turashvili – Local Coordinator in Kvareli branch office –
spoke to us about several important issues and the tasks
already have done by the office:
“The chlorination system urgently needs to be renovated in
our city. Drinking water in Kvareli is practically polluted and it is
undrinkable. During the rain, the mud comes directly from
the taps. Our office organised several advocating meetings
with the local authorities to discuss the problem and we plan
to work intensively to set some joint objectives and resolve
the problem in a short period of time.
Furthermore our well-trained and motivated volunteer group
helps us to disseminate useful information among the local
population. We conduct regular trainings and simulations for
the community; we educate people how to respond to
hazards, how to reduce disaster risks and how to be
prepared for ecological challenges. Once in a month we
organise round tables meetings attended by community
members, volunteers, local non-governmental organisations as well as local governmental decision-makers. This
format of meetings allows us to carry on an effective
dialogue among the different sectors in the city.”
- Threat of river Duruji, poor drinking water supply system and
old malfunctioning drainage channels throughout the city. –
These are the most painful problems, recently identified by
the survey, conducted within the project Building safe and
Resilient Communities. Currently local staff along with the
group of volunteers work hard to raise the identified issues at
the governmental level.
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“On the other hand we organise informational outdoor
activities on a regular basis to raise awareness and to
promote environmental issues locally. Through the activities
we encourage our community to be more engaged in the
process. This summer we together planted 1'200 linden trees
in Kvareli. Red Cross volunteers also initiated a zone cleaning
activity on Telavi-Kvareli highway.” – Explained us Irina
Turashvili.

SAFE RAIN – GIFT FROM RED CROSS

Marine Chikhladze is an inhabitant of Kvareli. Her house is
near Arikhauli river. As there was no drainage system on the
street, every rainy day lead to disaster here. The river
constantly flooded the homesteads, gardens and vineyards
nearby. During rains the whole street was getting blocked
with mud-flows, gravels and boulders. After the survey the
Red Cross branch office identified that the issue needed the
urgent response. Within the small scale mitigation project
they involved local government and by the joint effort they
cleaned up the ravine bed, constructed dams and
arranged a solid drainage system of the street.

RELIABLE NEIGHBOUR

Pensioner Marina Zaalishvili works as a volunteer of Georgia
Red Cross Society since the organisation began operating in
her city. She says she would never pass around people in
need. Volunteering – it is her weakness and lifestyle. She
thinks that life without voluntarism is absolutely useless.
Marina shared us her several stories of voluntarism:
“The Disaster Risk Reduction training has been just
completed and I had a relaxing evening at Ilia Lake in
Kvareli. Suddenly I saw a young lady drowning into the lake. I
looked around and realised that the rescuers post was pretty
far from us. I called two fellows walking on the boulevard
near us for help. The guys immediately plunged into the lake
and pulled the fainted girl out of the lake. I provided first aid
to her and luckily soon she revived. Until the ambulance and
rescuers arrived, the girl has already been saved; I was
along-side, providing her psychological support.” .
..

“It is unbelievable, but we are no longer afraid of rain; the
threat of flooding is gone; our homestead and poultry are
safe. We are so happy to realise that we together solved the
problem. But the main player in this process was Georgia
Red Cross Society and our entire neighbourhood is really
grateful for that.” – Said Marine Chikhladze, showing us the
newly renovated street.

“Last winter, at night my neighbours' house set on fire through
the flaming fireplace. People gathered around the house,
directly called the rescue service. But I lost no time in waiting
and began to act according to the instructions, I had
acquired during Red Cross trainings. I did not allow them to
splash cold water to the glowed walls; asked them to bring
some plural rags to stick in the chimney and hearth of the
fireplace to block the air circulation there. Soon we localised
the burning fire and did not let it spread throughout the
house.”

GEORGIA
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ON THE FRONT LINE OF DISASTERS
SPECIAL ROLE OF THE RED CROSS IN EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE
Sagarejo is at 58km distance from Tbilisi. It is a small town and
a district centre located on the southern plateau of Gombori
Range. The town is crossed with three small rivers, which are
the tributaries of one of the main rivers – Iori.
At first glance the harmless streams are hazardous and
troublemaker rivers. The older generation in Sagarejo still
remembers a terrible disaster, which took place many years
ago, when these three rivers merged during a heavy rain and
it inundated the entire town. River Tvaltkhevi is the most
dangerous one among them.
Georgia Red Cross Society launched the Disaster Risk
Reduction project in Sagarejo in February 2013. The project
coordinator, Tsismari Petriashvili met us to speak about the
threats associated to Tvaltkhevi. As she told us the river makes
a real threat to #3 Public School, located on the riverbank of
Tvaltkhevi:
“Considering this fact, we hurried to start the mitigation
actions from that site. Still it took much time and energy to
..............
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launch the small mitigation project. The point is that during
the assessment process we were performing, it was
municipal pre-elections period and it was quite difficult to
communicate with local government as well as population.
The majority of them thought our surveys were linked to some
political parties and they refused to participate in it. Later we
organised round-tables for several times; we all sat together
and discussed every single issue the whole population of our
town is concerned with. Little by little the hesitation among the
people gradually disappeared. Furthermore we have
managed to convince the newly elected local government
to allocate funds for the planned mitigation activities.
Finally in the framework of the project we have carried out
large-scaled bank protection work on the river, we also have
built new gabions there. Currently reinforcement work of
water supply facilities, which is connected to Tvaltkhevi river, is
in progress.”
#3 Public School in Sagarejo is quite busy. More than 200
pupils are enrolled in it. In the framework of BSRC pupils and
teachers have been trained; they participated in simulation
exercises and after that children represented individually
composed Family Emergency Plans. Finally seven successful
pupils were sent to Red Cross Society summer camp in the
resort of Bakuriani.

As Natalia Kurdgelashvili – principal of the school said to us:
“Parents were happy with these trainings. Many of them
came to school to express their gratefulness as they saw the
unusual self-confidence and excitement in their children's
eyes, caused by the useful information and skills they
obtained during the project activities.”

Voluntarism – the Best Choice

Soso Vardiashvili is an inhabitant of Sagarejo. His house is
situated exactly at the bank of Tvaltkhevi. He is pretty happy
with Red Cross effort to implement bank enforcement
activities on the most hazardous river of the town. But this is
not all. Red Cross played much bigger role in his life: “In 2010
during a terrible car accident I lost my spouse and a son. I
had a feeling that my life was over, but Red Cross volunteers
did not allow me to give up. They involved me in Red Cross
social projects and since then, this team and this branch
office has become my family.”

“20-people volunteer group in Sagarejo is always ready to
provide first aid. These people are the main force in our town.
They stand on the frontline of any disaster at any time. And
happily we are among them.”– That was what Badri Dreidze
and Nanuli Bilanishvili told us. They are actors of Sagarejo
Public Theatre. However they find time for voluntarism as they
believe that it is one of the most responsible and useful thing
to do.
Badri Dreidze: “People often ask me why I decided to
become a volunteer in adulthood. - The answer is simple: I
wanted to know necessary measures how to response to
hazards”.
As he told us, in the face of ecological disaster, the
population in Sagarejo needs to get more useful
information. Hence the role of Red Cross initiatives locally is
extremely important: “Unfortunately all the windbreaks
around our town have been completely cut off during years.
People, having unclear understanding of the importance of
windbreaks, used these trees for heating purpose. But they
did not realise then that deforestation is much more
dangerous than winter cold. Subsequently we got a windy
town, with frequent storms and houses without roofs. – In fact
we got what we deserved.”

BUSHETI AT RISK OF FLOODING

The village of Busheti in Telavi Municipality is located in a
nice green area, with vast vineyards and charming views of
snowy Caucasus mountains. Superficially it is a nice place to
live, but studying in-depth you will find out that there are
many problems here to deal with. In hot summer period all
the water taps are dry here, and the inhabitants have to walk
several kilometres to get drinking water for their families;
irrigation channels are dried out as well, so the crops are at
risk of damage.
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Visiting Busheti I was accompanied with Giorgi Michilashvili –
the project`s local coordinator in Telavi branch office.
“Busheti stream as the number one problem needs to be
resolved urgently. It is mostly dry, but during heavy rain it is
totally dangerous. The point is that at the top of the stream
there is active slope erosion, which causes landslides and
rock-falls collecting in the channel.
Last year the Austrian Engineer Franz Aschauer was invited
by Red Cross to research the site. According to his
recommendations, the riverbed, which is completely full of
gravel and rocks, must be cleaned-up immediately. After
that the bank protection construction should be done there.
Otherwise the village is at real risk of flooding.”

Although a single cleaning action is definitely not enough.
The channel needs to be exhausted from rocks and gravels
and the village needs to develop a garbage removal
system, otherwise flooding is unavoidable.
Telavi branch office actively collaborates with the local
municipality and encourages the local authorities to solve
the identified problems in the village of Busheti. As a result, the
local government starts to install garbage bins throughout
the village and it plans to clean out the stream channel with
heavy equipment and transport technologies.

On the other hand the local population uses the stream
channel as a waste dump. Thus the riverbed is becoming
more and more full and polluted.
Soso Jamurashvili – Red Cross Volunteer in Telavi branch
office showed us the Busheti stream and spoke about the
activities which have already been implemented within the
project:
“We understand that there is still a lot of work to be done to
raise public awareness in the selected community. They
need constant meetings and discussions about disaster risks,
environmental issues and their responsibilities to prevent the
hazards. We started this process with school teachers and
pupils. Our team regularly visited the village public school
and trained them in disaster risk reduction and management
issues: first aid measures during fire, storm or flooding and
etc. Children participated enthusiastically in simulation
exercises. Furthermore in the framework of the project, we
discussed a lot of environmental issues with them including
the existing threat of Busheti stream and explained their role
to reduce risks.
Having convinced them, the pupils got really interested in the
issue, and we offered them to perform some joint activities
and consequently we cleaned up the stream channel from
domestic waste, accumulated there over the years.”
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Meanwhile Building Safe and Resilient Communities project
team keeps on raising public awareness campaigns in the
community. With the support of Telavi Rescue Service, the
local volunteers passed a number of simulation exercises
and quizzes. Now Red Cross volunteers, together with
professional rescuers, share the necessary measures of first
aid to the teachers and pupils in Busheti Public School.
As Zurab Iobashvili – Telavi Rescue Service inspector told us,
after two years trainings, Red Cross volunteer group members
are properly trained and equipped to be the reliable
supporting force for professional rescuers in any emergency
situations.

Building Safe and Resilient Communities
Lead: Austrian Red Cross

THE CAUCASUS REGION

Project Partners: Armenian Red Cross Society (ARCS), Azerbaijan
Red Crescent Society (AzRCS), Georgia Red Cross Society (GRCS)
Location: Lori Region (Armenia), Ismayilli and Gusar regions
(Azerbaijan), Kakheti region (Georgia).
The overall objective of the project is to contribute towards
reduced vulnerability and safety of rural and urban population in
the Southern Caucasus.
The specific objective is to enhance and sustainably strengthen
resilience of targeted vulnerable rural and urban communities to
natural and manmade disasters in Armenia, Azerbaijan and
Georgia.
Expected results and main activities:
(1) Capacities of 12 rural communities to anticipate, respond and
recover from disasters are increased.
Main Activities: establishing community based (CB) disaster risk
reduction (DRR) committees, conducting Vulnerability and
Capacity Assessments (VCA), developing CB disaster preparedness
and mitigation plans, training of CB DRR teams, conducting
simulation exercises, raising awareness on DRR, climate change
adaptation (CCA) and mitigation measures, implement small scale
mitigation projects sin cooperation with local authorities.
(2) Capacities of 7 urban communities to anticipate, respond and

The programme has been implemented by Armenian
Red Cross Society, Azerbaijan Red Crescent Society and
Georgia Red Cross Society respectively, with financial
support of the Austrian Development Cooperation and
co-funding of Swiss Red Cross.

recover from disasters are increased.
Main activities: exploring urban DRR interventions through
awareness-raising in schools and in the wider public, participatory
identification of urban risk scenarios with support of external experts,
developing DRR strategy and intervention module for urban

In Armenia, the northern Lori region was selected with
Darpas, Kurtan, Vahagni and Koghes as rural target
communities and Stepanavan, Vanadzor as well as
Yerevan as urban target areas.

communities, implementing and piloting urban DRR Module.
(3) Coordination and cooperation between Red Cross/Red
Crescent (RC) Societies, Civil Society Organisations (CSOs), national
authorities and international agencies on national level

In Azerbaijan, Isymayillidistrict with Diyalli, Tezekend,
Tirjan and Kurdmashe villages and Gusar district with
Anikh and Gusum villages were selected as target areas.

strengthened.
Main activities: improving DRR coordination mechanism through
organising meetings at national level, regional meetings to ensure
coordination in DRR and CCA, exchange of best practices and
lessons learnt during workshops, roundtables and meetings.
(4) Transnational knowledge sharing, exchange of experience and
capacity building on CBDRR between RC National Societies, CSOs
and public actors enforced.
Main activities: transnational kick-off meetings, workshop on urban
DRR, workshop on CB CCA, develop a manual on urban DRR &
CCA, final conference to present programme outcomes and
promote transnational knowledge sharing.
Target groups: Inhabitants of targeted rural and urban
communities, community voluntary response teams, teachers and
pupils, as well as family members in rural and urban communities,
regional and local authorities, national and regional stakeholders,
staff and volunteers of partner organizations.
Final beneficiaries: 134'000 people from selected communities
from Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia.
Project duration: December 2012 – November 2015
Budget: 1,200'000 
Funded by the Austrian Development Agency (950'000 )
and the Swiss Red Cross (250'000).

In Georgia, the eastern Kakheti region was selected with
Busheti (Telavi) and Shroma (Lagodekhi) as rural
communities and Sagarejo and Kvareli as well as Tbilisi as
urban target areas.

